Preschool Activities
Mar.30th-Apr.3rd
Weather

Books we will Read
Why Does it Rain?
Clouds
Wind
Chicken Licken

Special Events
Tumble Bus

Memo:
Last week the children enjoyed graphing the number of different types of bottle caps we had collected. This week we will encourage them to be aware of the weather. We will discuss the weather and use a variety of adjectives to describe it each day. We will expand on this concept by graphing the temperature and the characteristics of each day. This will give them a visual picture of our Nebraska weather.

We also have some interesting science and art activities planned. We will use eye droppers, water colors and coffee filters to create some colorful masterpieces. We will do a weather collage, paint rainbows and make pin wheels. We will set up a weather station in our home center. We will talk about how the weather causes things around us to change.

We will read several weather related books. Some will be factual and others fiction books.

Shari, Keon and Annie